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DISCLAIMER
DigiSignChain, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart coDSCacts 
and any apps (“DSC”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or 
exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used 
in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without 
any e ective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. 
DigiSignChain is a community-driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promot-
ers, marketers, maznagers, directors, or other figures or entities exerting any form of gover-
nance. The DigiSignChain smart coDSCacts are open-source, security audited, permanent and 
non-modifiable in any way. The DigiSignChain token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions 
and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. 
DigiSignChain is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stablecoin, 
whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a coDSCact or a coD-
SCactual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or ofter to invest in 
DigiSignChain or acquire or use DigiSignChain tokens in any way and with any expectation of 
profit there from. 

Any user of DigiSignChain represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate 
technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading 
this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of DigiSignChain (including 
the DigiSignChain token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent 
high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, 
platform, software or inteface, including DigiSignChain, and further disavows any claim of any 
kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with DigiSignChain, for any 
damage su ered, including total loss. DigiSignChain makes a credit card interface available on its 
website solely for the users’ convenience.

Any sufficiently advanced 
technology is indistinguishable 

from magic. 

Arthur C. Clarke



ABOUT
Any sufficiently advanced 

technology is indistinguishable 
from magic. 

Arthur C. Clarke

Imagine that you are registering all the content that is valuable to 
you with a technology that is valid everywhere in the world.

For a successful technology, there must be reality. With this belief, 
we aimed to bring technology together with life. 

We register our artistic works, documents, agreements or every doc-
ument that is important to us by notary public all over the world. This 
service is both expensive and causes a waste of time. In order to 
prove the validity of the document you have registered in one coun-
try in another country, you must deal with many procedures. In addi-
tion, it is very difficult for you to prove the authenticity of the docu-
ment presented to you.  Notorize.it with it, you can instantly sign and 
register the document you want with a timestamp using blockchain 
technology. 
You can instantly access the documents you have signed and regis-
ter thanks to the verification service.
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SERVICES

Sign your documents 
with the blockchain 

network.

%100 Free

Access all your docu-
ments from anywhere.

Verify documents 
thanks to the verifica-

tion engine.
Manage your docu-

ments with API service.

Direct API implementation

Make integration easy by using DigiSignChain REST API to 
add your registrations to the blockchain.



TOKENOMICS

TOKEN NAME

TOKEN SYMBOL

PLATFORM

TOTAL SUPPLY

CONTRACT ADDRESS

DigiSignChain

DSC

BEP20

1,000,000,000,000

0x5EfF42fFb14DC5f840A6BD13266eC815a75B4449



ROADMAP

Project rebranding & improved plan
Web3 Application development (v2)
Smart Contract Development
Launch on PancakeSwap
Whitepaper released (V1)
Community Contests

PHASE 1

Website Launch
Social Media accounts creation
Publishing the api service
More documents
Influencer Marketing
Press Release
Contract Audit

PHASE 2

Web3 Application development (v2)
Whitepaper (v2)
Activation of registration services on all blockchains
Advertising campaigns
Publication of the verification service
BSC info update
Widget work will be done for adding to websites
More CEX Listing

...more phase release

PHASE 3



Join our community
www.digisignchain.com

https://t.me/digisignchain/
https://www.twitter.com/digisignchain/


